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Cloud Storage becomes more popular and many corporate, 

government organizations, share their data in public cloud which are 

semi-trusted cloud storage. Public cloud storages are hack able and 

data can be leak out, so we need a system where the files are 

encrypted and then stored in cloud. If the volume of the files is large 

then system need search engine to retrieve the file, in-turn search 

engine need keyword index for the fast performance. There may be a 

chance for the intruder to get the details of the files through 

unencrypted index keywords, So in proposed system index keywords 

are undergo hashing technique and cipher text are stored in index. 

This system will encrypt the file and encode the index keywords 

which give double production to the data in cloud. Further to the data 

security this system has access control system. At present ABE 

(Attribute Based Encryption) & IBE (Identity based Encryption) are 

used for the file access control in cloud which requires more 

processing time and calculations.  Proposed system uses a new 

technique where Access Control is included in search index keywords, 

which require less computation and quick retrieval.
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Introduction:- 
Cloud computing allows users to use enormous data storage and infinite computation capabilities at a very low 

price. Even though cloud storage gives lot of benefits, Data Owner is not having the full control over the outsourced 

data, it can be hacked. To avoid this problem, user should encrypt their data before outsourcing to the cloud. 

However, encryption can obstruct some useful functions such as searching over the encrypted data which is 

outsourced in cloud, while enforcing an access control policy. Moreover, it is natural to outsource the search 

operations to the cloud, while keeping the outsourced data private. There is a need to allow the data consumers to 

verify whether the cloud faithfully executed the search operations or not. To the best of our knowledge, existing 

solutions cannot achieve these objectives simultaneously. 

 

Our Contributions:- 

We propose a new concept, called Smart Cloud File Retrieval using Searchable Cipher text Keywords & Access 

Control on Index. This system allows a user to control the search, and retrieve its outsourced encrypted data 

according to a user access control policy, while allowing the authorized users to search and retrieve files through 

innovative index based access control system.  
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In other words, a data user with proper authentication and attribute can access the encrypted files in the cloud with 

access control rules.  This system provide followings (I) Data Owner can upload the files into the cloud in encrypted 

form, (ii) Data Owner can able to set Access Control Policies for the outsourced files (iii) Data User can able to 

search and retrieve the file through access control based cipher text index keywords. 

 

We formally define the security properties of proposed system and present schemes that provably satisfy them. The 

scheme is constructed in a modular method, by using attribute-based encryption, bloom filter, digital signature, and 

a new building-block we call attribute-based Cipher text keyword search (ABCKS) that may be of independent 

value. Experimental evaluation shows that the system provides good result and performance. 

 

Associated Works:- 

To the best of our knowledge, no existing solution is sufficient for what we want to achieve. In what follows we 

briefly review the relevant techniques. 

 

Attribute -Based Encryption (ABE). ABE is a popular method for enforcing access control policies via 

cryptographic means. Basically, this technique allows entities with proper credentials to decrypt a cipher text that 

was encrypted according to an access control policy [2]. Depending on how the right of entry control policy is 

enforced, there are two variants: KP-ABE (key-policy ABE) where the decryption key is associated to the right of 

entry control policy [2], and CP-ABE (cipher text-policy ABE) where the cipher text is associated to the access 

control policy [5]. ABE has been enriched with various features. In this paper, we use ABE to construct a new 

primitive called attribute-based keyword search (ABKS), by which keywords are encrypted according to an access 

control policy and data users with proper cryptographic credentials can generate tokens that can be used to search 

over the outsourced encrypted data. This effectively prevents a data owner from knowing the keywords a data user is 

searching for, while requiring no interactions between the data users and the data owners/trusted authorities. This is 

in contrast to [6], where the data users interact with the data owners/trusted authorities to obtain search tokens. 

 

Keyword Search over Encrypted Data. This method allows a data owner to generate some tokens that can be used 

by a data user to search over the data owner’s encrypted data. Existing solut ions for keyword search over encrypted 

data can be classified into two categories: searchable encryption in the symmetric-key setting and searchable 

encryption in the public-key setting. Several variants have been proposed to support complex search operations. 

Moreover, searchable encryption in the multi-users setting has been investigated as well [9], [10], where the data 

owner can enforce an access control policy by distributing some (state full) secret keys to the authorized users. 

However, all these solutions do not solve the problem we study, because (i) some of these solutions require 

interactions between the data users and the data owners (or a trusted proxy, such as a trapdoor generation entity [6]) 

to grant search capabilities, and (ii) all these solutions assume that the server faithfully executed search operations. 

In contrast, our solution allows a data user with proper credentials to issue search tokens by which the cloud can 

perform keyword search operations on behalf of the user, without requiring any interaction with the data owner. 

Moreover, the data user can verify whether or not the cloud has faithfully executed the keyword search operations. 

This is true even for the powerful technique called predicate encryption, which does not offer the desired 

verifiability. 

 

Verifiable Keyword Search. Recently, verifiable keyword search solutions have been proposed in [12], where each 

keyword is represented as a root of some polynomial. It is possible to check whether a keyword is present by 

evaluating the polynomial on the keyword and verifying whether the 

 

Output is zero or not. However, these approaches work only when keywords are sent in plaintext to the cloud, and 

are not suitable for our purpose because the cloud should not learn anything about the keywords. It is worth 

mentioning that the secure verifiable keyword search in the symmetric-key setting can be insecure in the public-key 

setting because the attacker can infer keywords in question via an off-line keyword guessing attack (in lieu of the 

off-line dictionary attack against passwords). 

 

Problem Statement:- 

Consider a situation where a college has to store lot of e-books in cloud storage. That e-book has to be accessed by 

their students. If the e-books are less in number, the students can able to browse and download.  Consider a situation 

the number of e-books is huge it is not possible to browse and download the file, so the students need a search 

engine. Whenever search engine come into picture, indexing technique have more weight age. The problem here is 
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to safeguard the file content and index keywords, index keywords are usually sensitive and which are linked with  

the file they are connected when a hacker get this index data he may guess the file content. Our aim is to safeguard 

the index keyword, file content and to implement access control system. 

 

Access control is a big challenge, in current cloud storage for access control, attribute based encryption (ABE), 

identity based encryption (IDE) are used. Now in this system we are using Attribute Based Cipher text Index 

Keyword for access control. 

 

The assumption in this system is each department in the college will have one Unique Attribute Key (UAK). At the 

time of uploading the file into the cloud the concern user has to provide the access policy details, like which are the 

department students and staff can able to access the file from the cloud. 

Proposed system will automatically remove the unnecessary words from the file and create the keywords with 

weights using Term Frequency (TF)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. File Retrieval Process 

 

algorithm. All the extracted keywords will processed with hashing technique of allowed department Attribute  

 

Keys which will provide Attribute based cipher text Keywords; these cipher text keywords are stored in index array 

for searching process. For example there are I keywords are extracted from the e-book and the authority selected J 

departments in access control setting then in Attribute Based Cipher text Keywords generated will be I * J. All the 

ABCK are inserted into index array. The idea behind this is each keyword will undergo hashing process with 

accessible department unique attribute keys.  Since department based attribute keys are unique and this will create 

the same Attribute Based Cipher text keywords when the users from the same department search in the search 

engine. This is show in fig.1. 

 

In this paper, we propose the new approach of Smart Cloud File Retrieval using Searchable Cipher text Keywords & 

Access Control on Index as a better solution, as depicted, in Fig. 2, Data owner only needs to generate one 

department one attribute key instead of attribute key to all user , instead of {ki}
m

i=1 for sharing m documents with 

User, and User only needs to submit a Login ID for accessing the file, from the Login ID user’s department is 

identified and then the corresponding department attribute key is used to generate the attribute based cipher text 

keywords.  The cloud server can use this aggregate trapdoor and some public information to perform keyword 

search and return the result to User. Therefore, in Smart Cloud File Retrieval, the delegation of keyword search right 

can be achieved by sharing the single aggregate key. We note that the delegation of decryption rights can be 

achieved using the key-aggregate encryption approach recently proposed in, but it remains an open problem to 

delegate the keyword search rights together with the decryption rights, which is the subject topic of this paper. To 

summarize, the problem of constructing a Smart Cloud File Retrieval scheme can be stated as: 

 

“To design a Smart Cloud File Retrieval using Searchable Cipher text Keywords & Access Control on Index 

scheme under which any  keyword cipher texts  from any document is searchable with a constant-size cipher text 

keywords generated by a constant-size department attribute key.” 
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Implementation:- 

This system is developed in web technology with MVC architecture. The proxy server has crypto system process 

which encrypts and decrypts the file, hashing technique which is used to get the keyword from the user and produce 

user attribute based hash code. A powerful search engine with access control based indexing system. There, is a 

ranking system which short the shortlisted file based on search keyword weights. The proxy server provides 

software as a service, which is a private server and the encrypted files are stored in public cloud storage which 

provides storage as a service. This system combines private server and public server so it forms hybrid cloud 

approach. 

 
Fig. 2:- System Architecture 

 

Security Analysis:- 

The security system of proposed work is very strong. It gives security from outside hackers as well as security from 

insider (with access control) the registered user. The files which are stored in cloud storage are encrypted and the 

index keywords are in hash tag which gives double protection from the hackers. Since attribute based cipher text 

keywords are used even though the registered user can able to retrieve the files for which they have the access. 

 

Conclusion:- 
By considering the disadvantage of data outsourcing in public cloud storage we come up with a new idea attribute 

based cipher text keyword search (ABCK). In this the access control mechanism is built in search index. There is no 

need to provide attribute based key for each and every user. With the experimental result and evaluation technique 

our system result shows it is much better in performance and convince in secure file retrieval system from cloud 

storage for the further feature work. We consider multi owner document storage system and issues related to that. 
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